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Land is Emotional

The last time I saw Rowen out on the Liverpool Plains he was busy. I mean, really busy. In no particular order of 
survivalist priorities, he had aggressive weeds to slash, a fence to untangle, a score to settle with an old water 
pump, and an African Acacia tree, that if he didn’t prune hard – and now – might drop one of its spiked 
primordial branches on the head of an unsuspecting house guest, requiring hospital, stitches, and quite 
possibly a lawyer. 

And this was all before he even picked up a paintbrush.

Land is emotional. Living out on the open country can be a hair-pulling and thoroughly humbling human 
experience, and the labour of Rowen’s days is reflected in these canvases with every push and plow of 
pigment. When I first had a look at these works, I didn’t see the decorative, unchallenging dabbles of an 
incurious excursionist; I saw the toil, the muscle, the physical desperation of a man taming a landscape, 
the scratch and scrabble for beauty and reason and sanctuary from the harsh Australian bush. The art is 
the land, just as the land is the art, always and unavoidably – in its silent and beguiling way – as terrifying 
and soul-destroying as it is invigorating and uplifting. Sure, Rowen could be out there lounging on the  Plains 
with a pitcher of G&Ts growing the odd heirloom tomato, but the works would reflect this bucolic loitering. 
Instead, what you see here is robust rural living, resolutely embraced and fully embodied with every gritty and 
impassioned brushstroke.
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I overheard the phrase ‘land is an emotional subject for farmers’, and I thought: ‘Yes, land is emotional.’ For 
me, land is not passive. It responds to me as I paint; it lets me in, allows me to know more, as I immerse my-
self. It openly displays its history and health. Land speaks with wind and heat and light and colour and tex-
ture and so many other voices; as a result, I experience painting as having a conversation with land, a dia-
logue, so I can both feel the land and feel the painted mark concurrently. ‘Feelings emerge out of sensory 
immersion in land, and those feelings can be processed as paintings’ (Matthews, PhD Thesis, 2015). 

I have lived with a new experience of land on the Liverpool Plains over the past three years, feeling a previ-
ously unknown deep effect of place. The harshness of extreme drought and the expansive, severe majesty 
of the land of the Liverpool Plains have altered the way I respond, the way I exist. Tolstoy wrote that the 
emotive content of an artwork is able, when the work is successful, to ‘infect’ an audience with an emo-
tive response. Producing artwork that is in dialogue with land empowers the work with an intensity that can 
promote an emotive response for all viewers, not just for those members of an audience who have a back-
ground in visual art. 

The exhibition is composed of a suite of nine large paintings, large enough for the audience to immerse 
themselves. When you stand one metre back from the surface, each painting can take over your field of 
vision. The exhibition is an immersive, site-specific experience, a sensory installation, using the sensory nature 
of oil paint together with the voluminous gallery space as a simulation of the expansive texture and space 
of the Liverpool Plains. The paint is oil-rich, applied with spatulas to create large, raw, urgent marks that de-
scribe crops, failed crops, black soil, grasslands, scuttling clouds. These marks also embody my physical par-
ticipation. In this process, these paintings are a record of the conversation between this place and my sur-
vival here. 
                                                                                                                                                                                                    Dr Rowen Matthews
                                                                                                                                                                    Artist Statement, March 2020
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As you cannot come to us, we are coming to you. 

We strongly believe that the arts are vital for our community, especially in difficult times. While the Gallery may be physically shut 
to minimise the spread of COVID-19, our wonderful creative team will be working to continue to connect our community with 
art and artists. We are developing new digital experiences linking you with artists, education programs and exhibitions and will 
be sharing these in the coming weeks.

To be part of the conversation, and explore more of Rowan Mathews exhibition please join us online. Keep an eye out for our 
emails, visit our website or follow us on Instagram and Facebook. 
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All works are dated 2020, medium is oil on canvas, all works dimensions 1525 x 1998 mm, 
unless otherwise stated. Photography Rowen Matthews.


